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ABSTRACT 

An inverter is an electrical dcvicc that converts direct current electrical powcr into 

alternating current electrical power. 

Then: arc hasically three types 01' inverters, these are: Square wave inverter, ll10dified 

sine wave inverter and pure sine wave inverter. The objective or this project is to produce 

an inverter that can supply a substantial aJllount or a.c. electrical power by lIsing easily 

sourced components. The inverter is made up or several sections and these sections arc: 

"-

the oscillator power supply, the amplifier, the switches, the trallsf()('lller, the 12V battery 

alld the battery charger. The c i rClI i twas fi rst constructed on a brcadboard ror prel i 111 i nary 

testing and was later permanently constructed on a verohoard with the aid or a 4()W 

soldering iron and some lead. The inverter was then tested: the tests reVl:aled the 

inverter's output to be approximately 200Y which is reasonahly okay. The charger also 

workcd as expccted. In concluding, thc project was a successful and exciting one. 
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CHAPTER ONE: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

An inverter is an electrical device which is used to convert or change a direct current 

(from a direct current source such as a battery) into alternating current at the power 

frequency (SOliz or 60llz depending on the geographical location). Inverters arc quite 

similar to UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) systems. in f~lct. they work on the same 

principle with the difference being that. UPS systems arc usually automatic. liPS systems 

are mainly used for short period backup purposes whereas an inverter is normally used 

for long period power supply. an inverter can be used to supply power to an appliance. a 

room. or even a house. In reality. a UPS is a special type of inverter which can provide 

backup power automatically. The convenience of an inverter can be better appreciated 

when it is compared with its main rival: the petrol and diesel engine driven generator sets. 

In contrast to the fuel engine generators, an inverter: 

Docs not produce unwanted mechanical vibrations 

Docs not generate nui se 

Does not produce ki lIer fumes of carbon (I) ox ide (carbon mOllox ide) 

Can be placed in any desired location. 

Needs little or no serving and maintenance because there are no mechanical 

parts 

Has negligible running cost as it does not use expensive petrol or diesel. 

In line with the points given above. inverters have gained worldwide acceptance as the 

preferred means of power supply in the event of a power outage. They arc widely used in 

industrialized and developed countries. 



There are basically three types of inverters and this classification is hased on the shape or 

the output waveform produced hy the inverter. These inverter types arc: 

I. Square wave inverter. 

2. Modified sine wave inverter 

3. Purc sine wave invcrter. 

1.1. t SQUARE WAVE INVERTER 

A square wavc invcrtcr has an output with a squarc wavel'orm, it is the simplest type of' 

invcrter"to build and it is also the cheapest to purchase. 1\ simplitied diagram or a square 

wave inverter is shown below. 

Sl 

Tl 

Vl 

S2 

r 
Fig 1.1 Square wave inverter, state I. 
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Sl 

r T1 

V1 

S2 

Fig 1.2 Square wave inverter, state 2. 

This particular connection is called the push pull topology. Only one switch is on at any 

particular time. 

1.1.2 MODIFIED SINE WAVI': INVERTER 

This is an improvement over the square \'lave inverter and it has lCwer load compatibility 

problems than the square wave inverter although it cannot power all types of loads. The 

modified sine wave inverter uses the II-bridge topology which is on the next page. AS 

seen on the next page there are 3 states as compared to the square wave inverter's 2 

states. 
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Fig. 1.3 II Bridge topology, state I 

+ + 

Fig. 1.4 II Bridge topology, state 2 Fig. 1.5 II Bridge topology. state 3 



1.1.3 PURE SINE WAVE INVERTER 

1\ pure sine wave inverter produces a sinusoidal output waveform. In most cases. the 

output waveform is even "cleaner" than that supplied by the power company. Pure sine 

wave inverters have no load incompatibilities and are ideal for all loads. The sine \'lave 

inverter utilizes several II-bridges \vhich arc controlled by a microcontrollcr or 

microprocessor. Sine wave inverters are expensive compared to the other inverter types. 

In this project, I intend to construct a square wave inverter because or its simplicity and 

availability of components. 
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1.2 PRO.JECT OB.JECTIVE AND MOTIVATION 

The ohjectives of this project arc: 

To provide a runctional device 

To produce an inverter that can supply a substantial amount of power 

To produce an inverter using commonly sourced components 

This project was motivated or necessitated by the incessant power interruptions and 

blackouts which arc prevalent throughout the country. This project aims to provide a 

viable alternative to the petrol fueled generators (\vhich arc expensive to purchase and 

even morc expensive to rlln and maintain) in the evcnt or a power f~lilure. 
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1.3 LITERATURE REVmW 

Inverters have been around fiJI' a long time and have been 111 usc from as far back as 

World War II. The inverters of that time (which are the earliest invet1ers) were of the 

motor-generator variety; you had an I\C generator whose armature was being driven by a 

DC motor. ;\t that time. this was the only way to convert DC power to I\C power and a 

vcry popular brand of that era was Redi-linc, which is still around today. The motor 

gcnerator was quitc rcliablc with its output waveform fitting a wide variety of 

"-

applications. but it was inerticient. it required 30amps to turn on and it had no startup 

surgc capacity. 

TrippLite a Chicago based company founded tn 1922 started proeluci ng inverters. The 

early units useo mechanical vibrators to oscillate DC power into square wave AC, In the 

early I 960s. aller the invention of the transistor by William Shockley ill I()·IX. solid stall' 

transistors replaced the mechanical vibrators. The (irst advantage of this typc or inverter 

was that it was not a motor generator. The unregulated square wave design could operate 

resistive loads but it had no surge power for starting motors. It was unahle to operate 

reactive loads like comrressors. icc makers or microwave ovens. There \\cre many 

compatibility problems including no frequency control, which \\<1S added later. This 

allowed a steady draw, which could operate turntable motors and clocks. Through the 

years. square wave technology has been rhased out. Present day modi tied sll1e wave 

technology is utilized in TrippLitc's line of UPS devices and inverters. 

Vanner Inc .. was established I 1977. In 1979. Vanner introduced their (irst inverter: a 

1000 Watt modified sine wavc unit. For this 100W inverter. Vanner patcntcd truc RMS 

regulation and a power transistor drive technique. This transistor drive technique 
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achieved an unheard of X7% efficiencv. A few veal's later. the product line expanded with . -
2200W and 3000W inverters. In 19X6. one of the inverter models included a 

microprocessor control circuit. 

First generation inverters used Metered Darlington Technology. This special circuit 

metered base current to power a transistor proportional to load. The magnetic design 

increased efficiency. Second generation inverters used FETs (Field Errect Transistors). 

Since FETs have almost no switching losses. efficiency \\as markedly improved. In 1990. 

integrated circuits allowed the creation of energy management systems. In 1993. the lirst 

microprocessor-controlled inverter/charger was introduced. The advantages of modi lied 

sine wave technology arc efficiency and relative economical cost. The Illodilied sine 

wave, however. still cannot run all loads because of poor peak voltage regulation and the 

fact that AC output is not a "true" sine wave. 

Trace engineering developed and patented improvements to the modi lied sine wave 

technology in their SW series inverters while not a true sine wave. the output is a multi-

step approximation that results in fewer load incompatibilities. Trace Engineering 

supplies inverters to a global market. In fact. in South America the word for "inverter" is 

"Trace". 

Statpower Tcchnologies Corporation with headquarters in British Columbia. Canada. was 

lounded in 1988. The company manul~letured MSW (Modi lied Sine Wave) inverters 

using high frequency design. and provided portable power for remote areas \\orldwic\e. In 

1995. they introduced a pure sine wave inverter/charger. Using high frequency switching 

techniques. they were successful in producing a high output charger with a power f~\Clor 
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approaching" I'". There is negligible distortion at the DC port III both invcrter and 

charger, which is vicwed as a technologicalmilestonc. 
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1.3 PROJECT OUTLINE 

This project was written in fOllr chapters. 

Chapter One: This chapter contains the literature review. the introduction. project 

objective and motivation and the project outline 

Chapter Two: This chapter is about the Design Analysis and contains relevant 

information about the design and the calculations carried out. 

Chapter Three: This chapter contains information on the construction. testing. results. 

"-

disclission of results and the precautions taken. 

Chapter Four: The final chapter. it has the conclusion. recomlllcndations and relcrcnces 

used. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORY AND DESIGN 

Shown below is a functional hlock diagram or the inverter to be constructed in this 

project. 

OSCILLATOR 
f-+ 

AMPLIFIER 
f----. 

MOSFET 
f-+ 

STEP-UP 
SWITCIIES TRANSFORMLR. 

"-

OSCILLATOR 
POWER 

SUPPLY 
OUTPUT 
22()Y a.c. 

12 Y 
CIIARGER BATTERY 

Fig. 2.1 Block Diagram of the project. 
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2.1 TilE OSCILLATOR 

The oscillator used in this project IS an RC relaxation oscillator: its circuit diagram IS 

shown below: 

c Rp lCb lea 

R 

Fig. 2.2 RC Relaxation oscillator 

The oscillator circuit was shown this way so that the operation explanation can he easier 

to understand. 

When the circuit is switched on. assume the output or ICh is 1m\": the output of ICa will 

be high. Assuming the capacitor to be fully discharged. it charges up (11'0111 OV) to the 

supply voltage (+5V) plus the threshold voltage of the IC (it happens to he + 2.5V in this 

case). the voltage across R. the potential at point X rises to this value (supply voltage plus 

threshold voltage) in a negligible time interval. then. it decreases to the threshold voltage. 

This voltage across R is then applied to leh through resistor RI" now because the voltage 

at point Y is greater than the threshold voltage or the Ie. leb sees it as a high signal and 

subsequently its output (which is lea's input) will be lo\\', 
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For the second half-cycle. after capacitor C has charged up to the supply voltage plus the 

threshold voltage i.e. (Vllil -I- Vllt) it starts discharging towards VIII subsequently. the 

voltage at point X decreases instantaneously to (V 111- VlJlJ ) after \\hich it gradually rises 

to V
nt

• the input of ICb will be low so that its output now becomes high. This cycle or 

charging and discharging of capacitor. C, is repeated indelinitely to obtain a square 

waveform at the oscillator's output. 

The purpose of resistor Rp is to limit the current passing through lCb and also to limit the 

voltage 'applied across lCb to the range 0-VI>D volts. Resistor R" docs not afkct the 

oscillation frequency. The charge time constant and discharge time constant of capacitor. 

Cis RC. 

The NOT gates are gotten frol11 a 4069UB. hex inverter Ie. which has 6 NOT gates. 

Charging period = tl == RUn (2V lJ l> - VIII) / (Vnl> - Vnt ) 

Where VI>I> = +5 V and VI 11 == 2.5 V 

Discharging period = t2 = Rein {(VlJll + VTll ) I (Vrll )} 

Total period =- 'I' == tl + t2 ,-~ Rein I {(VlJl> - VIll)*(Vl>lJ + V III)} / :(V lJll - V III)*(V 111)11 

T == Rein l{( 10 - 2.5)*(5 -I- 2.S)}1 {(S - 2.5) * (2.5)1 I 

= RCln {(7 .5/2.5 )(7 .5/2.S)} 

T = RCln (56.25/6.25) = RCln (9) = RC(2.2) = 2.2RC. 

Therefore. the oscillation frequency, f= liT = \/(2.2RC) 

For an oscillator frequency of 50 Hz, C was made to be 2.2 ~lF while R was calculated 

from: f= \ I (2.2RC) 

~ 1m ~ ~,:lrc 

Therernrel I~ '" , I (i:rlf'r) 



R == 1 1(2.2 * 50 * 0.00(0022) == 4.13 kO 

To gct an accurate frcquency of 50 liz. R was realizcd using a fixed 2.2 kn resistor in 

scries with a 2.5 kO variable resistor. 
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2.2 THE TRANSFORMER 

The transformer is used to change the voltage profile of the system from 17..V to nov 

a.c. i.e. it acts as a step-up transformer. The output of the inverter is gotten aeross the 

transformer's 220V terminals. The transformer utilized in this project has the following. 

rating: 

Primary: 12V center trapped. 15/\ maximum current 

Secondary: 220V 

"-

With the transformer's primary rating. it implies that the maximum power that can be 

handled by the transformer on its primary windings is (12 * 15) V /\ o_~ 1 gOY /\ and 

assuming the transformer has 100% efficiency (i.e. input power = output power). the 

maximum power that can be gotten from the secondary windings will be 180V /\ although 

the practical value is less than this because of the variolls losses in the transformer viz 

copper losses, \2R losses and eddy current losses. /\ schematic diagram of the transformer 

is shown below. 

• 
• 

Fig.2J Step-up trunsformcr 
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2.3 OSCILLATOR POWER SlJPPL Y 

The oscillatory circuit (actually. the 4069LJB hex inverter Ie) is powcred li'om the 12V 

battery with the aid of a 7805. +5V regulator Ie and some capacitors. The 7805 Ie has 

three (3) terminals: the input terminal. the ground terminal and the output terminal. It has 

very good voltage regulation properties and is quite suitcd for this application. The only 

drawback is that it has a dropout voltage of about 2V to 3V i.e. to gd al 5V output. the 

input must be greater than + 7V. this arises because of some transistor VB1 drops in the 

"-

Ie. The schematic of the circuit used is shown below: 

7805 

u-----~~------~IN OU ~----~~----D 

Cl COM 

Fig. 2.4 +5 V Regulator Ie 

The 0.1 ~lF capacitor across the output improves the ICs transicnt response and keeps the 

impedance low at high fi·equencies. The O.33~lF capacitor is used because the Ie is 

located at some distance from the battery and it also pours the high frequency component 

of the power into ground. The 7805 Ie I used came in a TO-220, plastic power package 

with the Ie able to deliver a maximum current of 1/\ at it output. 
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2.4 THE CHARGER 

lN5400 

:J 
2200uF / 25 II v 

-I-

5k 40: 

lN5400 

Fig. 2.5 Charging circuit. 

The charger consists of a nov /15-0-15 V step down transll)("Jllcr with a center tapped 

sccondary. two I N5400 silicon rectifier diodes (which can rectify a maximum current o\" 

3;\'. this is more than the transformers maximum output of 2;\): these diodes arc used to 

rectify the transformers output. a 2200~lF/25V electrolytic capacitor \\hich is used to 

minimize the output voltage ripple and a 5Kn variable resistor which is used to set the 

exact value of the output voltage to be used in charging the 12V battery. The output 

voltage is set to 13.8V. which is the recommended voltage for charging a 12V battery. 
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2.5 TIlE BATTERY 

The baltery used was a 12V rechargeable. Icad-acid battery. having a minilllulll capacity 

of 4.SAh. 
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2.6 AMPLIFIER 

The amplifiers used are two 2SC 18 I 5, NPN transistors. These two transistors arc lIsed to 

amplify the two output signals from the oscillator section. so that they can he used to 

drive the gates of the power MOSITTS. These transistors arc operated ill the cut-olT alld 

saturation region i.e. they act as switches. 

The 2SC I X I 5 has the following specifications: 

Maximum collector current Ielm,,,) '" 0.15/\ 

"-

Turn onlTurn off'time < 12.5ns 

Maximum power dissipation = OAW. 

Current gain. h l \ = 100 (typically) 

The amplifier schematic (only one since the two amplifiers work the same way) is shown 

below: 

RB 
10k 

12V 

Rc 
lk 

2SC1B1S 

Fig. 2.6 Transistor Amplifier 
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= 43 mA 

And Ic(sat) = 12 V / lkD. 

= 12 rnA 

Therefore. the transistor is well into saturation, output. Vn = OV. when there is a low 

signal from the oscillator. 111 := O. which makes Ie = O. the transistor will be \\orking in the 

cut-off region and output. Vet: = 12V. 
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2.7 MOSFET SWITCHES 

Two Il-channel enhancement mode MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor held Effect 

Transistors) arc used as switches to switch the 12V battery's current on and ofT across 

one half of the primary windings of the transformer so as to induce an alternating current 

and voltage in the secondary \vindings of the transformer. Each MOSFFT is controlled by 

applying the square wave output of the oscillator (which has been amplified hy NPN 

transistors) to the gate terminal of each MOSFET. The signal that will be applied to the 

"-

gate of MOSFET 1 will be the "NOTed" version (or inverse) of what will be applied to 

the gate or MOSFET 2. With this arrangement. when MOSrET I is on. MOSITT 2 will 

be ofT and vice versa. \V'ith the on and off frequency being determined by the frequency or 

the osci lIator. 

The circuit action is shown below: 

2SK217] 

1.::: v 
.--------1111-' ---0( 

2SK2173 

Fig 2.7 MOSFET switching I 

then a low signal will be applied to the gate of MOSFLT 2. As a result or the high signal 
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at the gate of MOSFET L MOSFFT I conducts the battery current from drain to source 

through one-half of the transformer's primary in a particular direction, \\hile f\10SFLT 2 

is ofr. During the next cycle. with a high signal applied to the gate or MOSITl 2 and 10\\ 

signal applied to the gate of MOSITT I, MOSFET 2 conducts in the same way MOSFLT 

I did during the first hal I' cycle, the only di fference being that it uses the other hal I' of the 

transformer primary and the current is in the opposite direction. 

2SK2173 

12V 
..---..-1 111-

0

\-' -----c:>( 

2 S K21 "' 3 

Fig 2.8 MOSFET switching 2 

This cyclc is rcpeatcd indcfinitcly with the consequcnce being that a square wave /\t' 

signal is gottcn from thc sccondary of the transformer. 

Two 2SK2173 n-channcl enhancement only MOSFETs were llsed for this project. The 

2SK2173 has a maximum drain to source current of 50/\ and an "on" resistance less than 

17mn which makes it suitable f()r this projcct. 
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16 cAl eBJ rCJ COl cEJ 41 cAl tBl [Cl CDl tEl 66 tAJ tBl eCl tDJ eEJ 91 rAJ tBl cCJ cDJ CEl 

17 [Al CBl CCl cDJ rEl 42 cAJ rBJ eCl COl rEl 67 tAl tBJ eCl tDl eEl 92 rAl [Bl rCJ cD] tEJI 

18 [AJ rBJ CCl [D] rEl 43 cAl tBJ eCl COl cEl 68 rAl tB) CCl tD) tEl 93 tAl cBJ rCl rDJ tEll 

19 rAl eBJ cCJ rDl rEl 44 rA] eBl [Cl COl rEl 69 rAJ eB) eCl tOl tEl 94 eAJ cBJ rCJ cDJ tE' 

20 rAJ tBl rCJ eDl eEl 45 rAl cBJ [CJ [Dl rEl 70 rAl tBl eCl rDl eEJ 95 eAJ rBJ rCJ cDJ tEt 

21 [AJ eBJ eCl CDl eEl 46 rAl rBJ rCl eDJ cE] 71 rAl tBl CCJ COl tE) 96 CAl [BJ CCl CDl td 

22 CAl eBl CCl [DJ [EJ 47 CAl CBl CCl cDJ eEJ 72 eAJ tBJ eCJ cDl tEl 97 tAl cB] rCl eDl tEf 

23 cAl tBl rCl cDJ cE) 48 CAl eBl eCJ [D] cEl 73 rAl tBl tCJ cDJ tEl 98 cAJ [Bl [Cl rDl tEl 

24 rAl eBJ eCl [Dl eEl 49 CAl eSJ cCJ COl eEl 74 cAl tBl CCl cDl eEl 99 CAl cBJ [CJ COl t~ 
25 CAl tBl rCl cDl [El 50 [Al rBl eC] COl rEl 75 CAl tBJ eC] cDJ tEl 100 tAJ rBl eCl COl t~ 
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I used MOSFETs instead of BJTs because: 

They have low "on" resistance. 

They can handle very high currents. 

They are easy to connect in a circuit 

They work well in parallel connections. 

They are smaller than equivalent BJTs. 
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CHAPTER THREE: CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING 

3.1 CONSTRllCTION 

Thc circuit was first realized on a breadboard so as to enable easy testing and 

modifications (which wcrc nccessary), thc circuit workcd perfectly on the breadboard. 

;\Ilcr the brcadboard stage thc circuit's componcnts were then transferred to a 05111111 by 

145mm vcrohoard where al\ thc components in the circuit (except the transformers) were 

soldercd and connected together as appropriate, a 40W soldcring iron and some '\cad' 

were uscd to solder thc componcnts to thc board. Coloured insulation \vires \\ere used to 

keep thc circuit tidy and confusion frcc. ;\ftcr soldcring the components together on the 

vcroboard. the whole circuit was houscd in a woodcn case. 

Scvcral instruments wcrc used for carrying out tcsts on scveral parts of the constructed 

circuit. I used two digital Illuitilllctcrs and onc analogue lllultil11cter to carry out all the 

tests (sadly, there was no oscilloscope on hand for testing purpose). 
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3.2 TEST RESULTS 

Current drawn hy oscillator and ampli fier section: 0.1 ~li\ 

Output voltage of 780S regulator IC: 4.98V 

Output voltage of oscillator (average): 2.45V 

Output voltagc ofamplilicr (average): S.77V 

Output voltage of transformer: 200V (approximately) 

"-

The output frequency of the oscillator section was precisely set to SOliz by adjusting the 

2.SKn variahle rcsistor in the oscillator circuit and measuring this frequency with a 

Jigitalmultimeter which can measure frequcncy. 
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3.3 DISCUSSION OF RESllLTS 

The current drawn by the oscillator and amplifier sections of the circuit "as round to be 

0.1 ~l/\. This obtained value shows that negligible current is being drawn rrom the battery 

by these sections of the circuit. making enough battny current to he availahle ror 

conversion to alternating current. This current value therefore. increases Ihe erliciency or 

the inverter. 

OUlput voltage or Ihe no) 1(' \\as found 10 he '1.IJXV (approxinlalL'ly )V). ideal lill' 

powering the 4069LJBE Ie. The oscillator's output voltage or 2.45V might seem 

incorrect. but on consideration it is found to be correct. This is because the oscillator's 

output has two valucs; OV and 5V, with each valuc being prcsented for an equal amounl 

oftimc, with thc end result being that. 

YOUI = VIII * Tor/(Ton+T"n-), 

bccausc Ton = Torr => YOUI = Vir/2 

whcre VIII == SV 

VOUI == 5/2 V = 2.SV. 

The value of thc output voltage of the amplificr section can be cxplained in the same way 

as abovc with the only difTerence being hat it is switching bel\\een OV and 12V. 

Thc transformcr's output of 200V is duc to voltage drops along the transformer windings 

and is to be cxpectcd. This voltagc is actually okay for Jl10st appliances because they 

opcrate on a voltage profile of 200V to 240V. only in rare cases will a voltage regulator 

or stabilizer be required. 
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3.4 PRECAUTIONS. 

I lIsed a 40W soldering iron for all soldering purposes. this I did in order to 

protect the NPN transistors and power MOSFLTs li'om being damaged due to 

excessive soldering heat. 

I used thick wiring in the high current sections of the circuit. so that the \vires do 

not get burnt while in usc. 

I attached heat sinks to the power MOSFETs so as to quickly dissipate the heat 

"-

generated in them and hence prevent them f'rom being overheated and 

subsequently damaged. 

I took careful measures to ensure that the high capacity lead-acid battery never 

got short-circuited because of its ability to cause seriolls damage \\hen short-

circuited. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

4.1 CONCLUSION 

The objective of building an inverter with a battery charger has been mct and from thc 

results gottcn from the testing stage, the inverter and chargcr worked according to 

expectation. In conclusion thcrc\()1'C, thc projcct \\as succcssf'tdly undcrtakcn. 

Pcrformancc levels ofthc project was within the acceptable limits of'dcviation. all in all it 

was a worthwhile project which gave mc a worthwhile expcrience. 
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4.2 RE.COMMENDATIONS 

I would like to make the following recommendations for this project and also for 

enhancement of this project. 

Inverters should he adopted nationwide to counteract the dICct of ti-cquent power 

outages in the country. inverters should also be used because they are noiseless. 

clean. need no maintenance and are far cheaper than either petrol generators or 

d iese I generators . 

.... 
Inverter design and technology should he properly taught in the department 

The department can start producing inverters for the institution by utilizing 

students on SWEP or other convenient means. 

To improve the project. a transformer with a higher V;\ rating than that llsed can 

be employed. this will increase the inverter's maximum V;\ rating. 

The charger circuit's status can he upgraded to that of an automatic charger so 

that the charging process can be automated. 

Next time out, a modified sine wave or perhaps even a pure sine wave inverter 

should be built so as to provide better load compatihility. 

;\ single transformer with separate turns fiJr the inverter and charger or probably. 

a relay can he incorporated into the circuit. 
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404 CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
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Pin 14 of the Ie is connected to the 7805's output while pin 7 is connected to ground. 

Fig. 4.1 Complete Circuit Diagram 
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